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ABSTRACT

The mechanism of laser cladding is discussed by using heat transfer model of

laser cladding, heat conduction model of laser cladding and convective transfer mass

model of laser melt-pool. Subsequently the laser cladding speed limit and the

influence of laser cladding parameters on cladding layer structure is analyzed. A

5 kW with CO2 transverse flow is used in the research for cladding treatment of

sealing surface of stop valve parts of nuclear power stations. The laser cladding

layer is found to be 3. 0 mm thick. The cladding surface is smooth and has no such

defects as crack, gas pore, etc. A series of comparisons with plasma spurt welding

and arc bead welding has been performed. The results show that there are higher

grain grade and hardness, lower dilution and better performances of resistance to

abrasion, wear and of anti-erosion in the laser cladding layer. The new technology

of laser cladding can obviously improve the quality of nuclear valve parts.

Consequently it is possible to lengthen the service life of nuclear valve and to raise

the safety and reliability of the production system.



1 THEORY BASE

The physical base of laser cladding is a very complicate process of interaction

between laser and metal, including either a complicate microscopic quantum process

or heat transfer and complicate macroscopic phenomenon of convection mass

transfer resulting from laser acting on metal. According to the macroscopic

phenomenon in laser cladding process, its mechanism was analyzed as following.

1.1 Heat transfer model of laser cladding

Considering the cladding powder is on the base metal during laser cladding

nuclear valves, and there is a great difference between the powder coating and base

materials in absorption rate of laser and heat conductivity property, so conduction

model was presented. Based on different method of placing powder, laser Cladding

process can be discussed in two types.

1. 1- 1 Heat transfer of preplacing powder

As the alloy powder cladded on a base metal» the heat of laser going through

powder coating into base metal can be neglected because of the low heat conduction

coefficient of powder coating. After the powder melted, laser goes through the

coating to heat the base metal, so the whole melting process includes melting alloy

powder and heating base metal. The specific energy E required for laser cladding

can be written as following:

E=E}+E2 (1)

Where, £, is the specific energy required for laser to melt alloy powder; E2 is

the specific energy required for laser to heat and melt base metal surface.

The absorption rate of laser to powder coating is relatively high. Let <2>, be the

volume absorption rate, M be the energy required for melting a unit volume of

entire coating material beginning from ambient temperature, and d be the

thickness of equivalent entity of powder coating. Then, we have

E,=M • d/$x (2)

Tf let R be the specific energy required for laser to heat the base metal surface

to the melting point, and <&2 be the absorption rate of laser to melted coating, the

equation can be written in

E2 = R/$z «* 7T • Tm - Krih! • Q - C ) f l - r ) / 0 / • <P2) (3)



Where Tm, K, Q, C represent melting point, heat conduction coefficient and

density of the base material respectively; h! is the width of rectangular light facula

penetrating melted coating to heat the base material, v is scanning speed, r is

exponent sign, l > r > 0 .

Tn the study, we found that Ej and E2 in Equation (1) is not at the same

important position. For example, for Stellite Alloy No. 6 calculated, the thickness

of coating is 0. 5 mm, thickness of equivalent entity is 0. 27 mm beginning from

ambient temperature to fuse a unit volume of a coating, and the energy required is

M=10 J/mm2. Supposing absorption rate of laser to coating <5=0. 5, thus

JEI = 5.4 J/mm2, total specific energy £ = 4 0 J/mm2, E2 = 3A. 6 J/mm2. Because

£2 > > E\, E\ is in the second important position in the total specific energy for

laser cladding.

1. 1. 2 Heat transfer in laser cladding with powder synchronously blown

As for a laser beam of 10. 6 urn wavelength, the absorption rate of melted

metal surface is higher than that at low temperature. When the powder was blown

onto the laser beam, it adhered to the laser affected zone. Then, the laser affected

zone was covered with a melting powder coating with high absorption coefficient-

Supposing <J>3 is the absorption rate of laser to melting alloy powder, the minimum

specific energy required for laser cladding with synchronously blowing powder can

be written as:

E= (M -d +-R)/$3 (4)

Where, <J>;J><J>2» the specific energy required for laser cladding with powder

Synchronously blown is less than that by preplacing powder. It can make full use of

laser energy.

1. 2 Heat conduction model in laser cladding

Suppose1-2-1 that:

(1) the base material for laser cladding is one-and-half dimension infinite

homogeneous solid mass;

( 2 ) laser energy keeping unchanged, material maitaining constant

temperature at 21 °C during the entire heating process;

(3) considering heat conduction only, radiation and convection heat transfer

neglected during heating process.

Under above conditions, take pure Co as the research object, an expression

for temperature in laser heating and cooling precess was found.
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Temperature in laser heating process is:

Tte-rt - ! [ / ? • expi -
X

iat
x • erfc (5)

Temperature in material cooling process can be expressed as •

21

T (x, t) =Qo
K —ex P | -

x
exp — *=\

-x - |"erfc(-^)-erfc(^)l J+T, (6)

Where, Qo is the energy density absorbed by material (W/cm2) ;

K is coefficient of heat conduction (W/cm • °C);

a is thermal diffusion coefficient (cm2/s) ;

t is time of heat conduction (s) ;

r is laser heating time Cs) ;

T is temperature (°C) ;

erfc is residual error function;

7 equals to t-r (s) ;

X is the depth below workpiece surface (cm).

Based on equation (5) and (6) an expression for temperature gradient (G)

and cooling Speed (T) are found.

G(x,t) = —yr — — - j ^ | eric
x — erfc x

Aat eat I

T
3T Q0\a r / ^ \ 2 i /ir r

(7)

(8)

According to equation ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) . after laser cladding, the crystallizing

speed (R) of workpiece melt can be solved out by :

= T /G (9)

The above expression is very useful in analyzing laser heating the coating on

nulear valves and rapid cooling and solidifying process. After laser cladding, the

deposit is so cooled at high speed as to make it crystallized and consolidated rapidly,

forming very fine dendritic microstructure, improving cladding layer property
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greatly in comparation with conventional technology.

1. 3 Convective transfer mass model of laser melt-pool
During laser cladding, under the laser beam of high power' density, in the

melt-pool on metal surface there is a convective movement of metal melt. With the

help of the researching result on welding physics, Andongni presented melt moving

model in laser melt-pool'-3-1.

The influence of temperature on tension of metal surfce can be expressed as:

a = f(T,Xt) = co-ST (10)

Where, a is The tension of metal surface;

T is the temperature on metal melt;

Xi is the mass component of * component in melt ( % ) , i can be 1, 2,

3, •••

Oo is the enthalpy (or heat content) on the metal surface;

S is the entropy on the metal surface.

From equation (10) , the following equation can be written;

da/dT = - S (11)

Surface tension temperature coefficient

Equation (10 X ( 1 1 ) and

research results show that the

surface temperature of the melt in

laser melt-pool center is the highest

one; surface tension is the smallest

one; on the contrast, the surface

temperature on the melt far from

laser melt-pool center is the lowest

one, and the surface tension is the

largest one.

Thus during the laser cladding

process, in the melt from inside to

surface

soUd-llquid
. with surface tenilon gradient

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ V

Fig. 1 Surface tension flow in melting pool

dT
outside, from the upper part to the bottom part, temperature gradient -ry exists

and on the surface of melt, surface tension gradient -pp exists. The combining

effect of the both makes the melt forming surface tension gradient as shown in



Fig. 1. It detemines the flowing direction. It is this surface tension gradient which

makes the melt in melt-pool center moving to the boundary. As a result, the melt

in the boundary of the pool is higher than that in the center, appearing melt "drop

in head". Due to driven by the "drop in head" gravity, the melt moves from the

bottom of the boundary to the center as shown in Fig. 1. When surface tension and

gravity reach balance condition, convection movement appears, which plays a role

of mass transfer.

2 GENERAL RULE OF LASER CLADDING

2. 1 Cladding speed limit
Welding model suggested by Savage can be used in cladding nuclear valves.

He found that the shape of the melt-pool is decided by the melting speed. It is

approximately equal to scanning speed and consolidation speed (/?). The relations

between them is

R = V • cos # (12)

Equation (12) is under the condition at which the shape of the pool maintains

unchnged, as shown in Fig. 2.

At the central line of the laser

beam (point E in Fig. 2) ^ = 0 , the

consolidation speed ( R ) is the

maximum.

When laser power is constant,

scanning speed increases to a certain

value, specific energy of laser can

just make the alloy powder melted,

but the base metal can not be

melted. Interface energy between

base metal and the melted powder

coating increases. The surface tension of the melt takes dominant position,

appearing discontinuous "tear-shape" cladding layer. At this time the minimum

scanning speed is defined as laser cladding speed limit. There are much differences

between different deposits and base material. Their physical properties are also

different. And the cladding speed limit is not the same.

2-2 The influence of laser cladding parameters on cladding layer structure

I ,aser cladding parameters have direct influence on the cooling speed of coating
7
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melt. As shown in equation (9) , cooling speed has direct influence on the shape of

consolidated structure of the coating. Specific energy given by the laser increases,

the size of the crystallized dendrite is large. Decreasing laser power or increasing

scanning speed can make the dendrite smaller.

3 Structure and property of laser cladding layer

According to the service conditions of the nuclear valves, mechanics, physics

and chemistry properties required by the cladding alloy layer, based on the laser

cladding mechanism, the design on the alloy composition, technique and structure

of coating on parts surface is carried out.

The base material for laser cladding, alloy element type, alloy concentration

and the thickness of the layer can directly affect heat transfer and mass transfer in

melt-pool. On the other hand, by optimizing laser cladding technique and condition

as laser power density, scanning speed, facula size, beam energy distribution and

uniformity, the structure characteristic and property required for parts can be

obtained, because the above factors decide the temperature gradient and cooling

speed of the laser melt-pool. Using laser to clad nuclear valves, the cooling speed is

high (upto 104~106 °C/S). Laser cladding structure is remarkably smaller, and

the microcrystal grain increases 2 ~ 3 grades, in comparation with conventional

technique (for example electronic arc bead welding, plasma spray welding), as

shown in Fig. 5~7.

4 Materials and Methods of the Investigation

4. 1 Materials

The basic material of specimens and nuclear valve clack was austenite stainless

steel. Tts chemical composition is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Chemical Composition of Basic Material

Chemical

elements

Mass component

%

c

<0.12

Si

< 1 . 00

Mn

<2- 00

S

<0. 03

P

<0. 035

Cr

17.00

Ni

8.00 1-

Ti

—0.8

The three dimensions of the laser cladding specimens were 25 mmX20 mmX

10 mm; the dimensions of specimens for high temperature strike wear examination

were <P 38 mmX4 mm.



The type of the nuclear valve was 20HJ63Y — 20p stop valve. The sealing

cone surface dimensions of the valve clack and base were <l> 40 mm X 14 mm X

18 mm.

The alloy composition of the cladding coat was disigned according to the

service conditions of nuclear valves. Co-base alloy was prepared metallurgically into

alloy powder with certain grain size. The laser cladding was conducted with the

method of preplacing powder or with simultaneous supply of alloying powder.

4. 2 Investigation Methods
4. 2. 1 For the investigation of a HGL-90 type 5 kW laser with CO2 transvers

flow had been used. Under the atmosphere of N2 or Ar, the multichannel laser

cladding scanning was conducted for the Co-base alloying coat on the surface of

specimens or valve clacks. The parameters of the technology were: laser power

P—4 kW, scan speed V=20 mm/s, light facula 4>=10 mm. The workpiece was

placed on the three-D working table* it was drived by the numerically-controlled

system according to the requirements of the technology, and the clad scanning with

three-D supply was performed along X, Y and Z directions.

4. 2. 2 Using a large Austrian MeF3 high-precision metallo-graphic microscope

and its attachment-microhardometer, the following items had been observed and

examined: microstructure of laser cladding layer, grain size of crystal, thickness of

cladding layer, microhardness and width of heat effected zone, and defects of

cladding layer. By using Japanese JSM35C, S65O and SEM type scanning

electromicroscopes, we had observed and examined the melted zone and appearence

of the substrate. And by using a EDAX-9100 Spectrometer, we had determined

the composition of the micro-region and evaluated the dilution rate of cladding

layer.

4. 2. 3 Comparison examination of resistance to abrasion and wear

By using ring-block-type monodirectional highspeed-sliding wear tester, we

had performed comparison of examination of resistance to abrasion and wear under

atmospheric temperature between Co-base alloy laser cladding layer, plasma

spurting welding layer and arc bead welding layer. The specimens were prepared as

blocks 19 mmX 15 mmX9. 5 mm. After wear sequence 1000 M, the specimens

were weighted by a balance with precision 10~4 g. According to the average

wearing rate (mg/m) and appearance of wear track, we had evaluated the

resistance to abrasion and wear.

4. 2. 4 Comparison of examination of resistance to high-tem perature strike
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Ring specimen 3> 38 mm X 4 mm with laser cladding were examed on the

abrasion tester of high-temperature strike. With reference to the working

conditions of nuclear valve, the examination temperature was determined as 500—

800 °C. The specimens were heated by high-frequency electro-induction and the

opposite strike hammer was moved by compressed air to strike the surface of ring

specimens. The strike force was 180 kgf. After 3000 shocks we had evaluated the

resistance to high-temperature strike according to the weight obtained by the

balance with precision 10~4 g. and appearance of the shock track.

4. 2. 5 Comparison of examination of resistance to corrosion

Block specimen covered over all substrate by three kinds of treatment, laser

cladding, spurting welding and bead welding, were seperately placed into

containers with 30% NaOH and 5% HNO3 solution. The containers were put into

the electroheated thermostatic water bath and the specimens were kept under the

conditions of constant temperature 60 CC and common pressure. After 240 h.

midium erosion the specimen were weighted by a precise balance and their

resistance property to errosion was evaluated according to the erosion rate (mg/h).

5 Investigation Results

5- 1 Thickness of laser Cladding layer and its surface quality
On the surface of the nuclear valve clack and specimens whose substrate is Ni-

Cr austenite stainless steel, the thickness of Co-base alloy layer cladded by the laser

one sequence can reach to 3 mm. The cladding layer surface is smooth and the

roughness reaches to Ral2. 5, crack is eliminated in the cladding layer, the rate of

porosity is < 5 % and the rate of finished products is > 9 5 % .

Crack in the plasma spurting layer tends to increase, its probability reaches to

20%, porosity > 3 0 % , rate of finished products 60% ~ 70%. The crack

probability in the arc bead layer reaches to 40% ~ 60%, the rate of finished

products is 50% — 60%. The fact of surface quality is shown in Fig. 3, 4.

5- 2 Microcrystal grain size

On the upper surface and in the central part of the laser cladding layer the

microcrystal grain size is the 12th grade that was determined by a high-precise

metallographic microscope MeF3 according to the standard YB27-77» as shown in

Fig. 5. The grain size is higher than that of plasma spurt welding layer by 3

gradesi and it is higher than that of bead welding layer by 4 ~ 5 grades, as shown

in Fig. 6 , 7 .
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Fig. 3 Crack in the plasma spurt

layer (25 X)

Fig. 4 Crack in the arc bead welding

layer (25 X)

ins

wm
Fig. 5 Crystal structure in the upper and

central parts of the laser cladding

layer (250X), Crystal grain-12th

grade.

Fig. 6 Microstructure of the plasma spurt

welding layer, crystal grain-9 ~

10th grade (250X)

5- 3 Combination of cladding layer with substrate and width of heat effected
region

There was a tiny bright region between laser cladding layer and substrate, as

shown in Fig. 8 (The bright region was formed as a interface region of solid

solution, while for laser beam melted alloy powder, the metal surface of substrate

was also thin melted and they were fused together by intermixed diffusion of

alloy. ). The existence of the bright combination region indicated that the laser

cladding layer is combined very well with the substrate.
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Fig. 7 Microdtructure of the bead welding

layer, crystal grain-8 ~ 9th grade

(25OX)

10 urn " ' 20-30 |im

Fig. 8 Solid-liquid interface region of laser

cladding layer and substrate (bright

region) and width of heat effected

region

The tiny region where the substrate is near the solid solution combination

region is considered as a heat effected region. As a result of the tiny combination

region (2 — 8 ^m) , the shallow depth of mass deposition and small energy input

into the substrate, so the width of the heat effected region is small. According to

the accurate determination, the width of laser heat effected region of this

investigation was defined as 20~30 f/m, it was about 1/10 of heat effected region

of arc head welding and l / 4 ~ l / 5 of spurt welding, as shown in Fig. 9, 10.

5. 4 Dilution of cladding layer

Because the solid solution combination region of laser cladding was very thin,

mass deposition depth was shallow and the solution that the substrate took part in

was tidy, so the composition of substrate had very small effects on the dilution of

cladding layer content. The analysis carried out with EDAX-9100 spectrometer

showed that the Fe dilution in laser cladding layer was determined to be 3.1 times

lower than that in spurting welding, 12 times lower than in bead welding, and in

the substrate, Ti, Ni and other elements had very small effects on the laser

cladding layer. The analysis indicated that the laser cladding layer was negligibly

effected and interfered by substrate composition, so it is possible to develop fully

the properties of clad material. This is a main unique advantage of laser cladding
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Heat effected region
200-300 urn

Bright region

Bright region of bead welding

layer and substrate and width of

the heat effected region (200 —

300

Bright region •/ / Heat effected

region 80-120 \xm

Fig. 9 Bright region of plasma spurting Fig. 10

welding layer and substrate and

width of heat effected region (80

— 120 taxi)

technology as compared with spurting welding and bead welding.

The comparison data of the dilution (effected by substrate content) of laser

cladding, spurting welding and bead welding arc shown in Table 2 in detail.

5- 5 Hardness of cladding layer
The average microhardness value of laser cladding layer of this investigation

was Hm200 g = 794 kg/mm2. It was found to be 44. 1% higher than that of

plasma spurting welding layer and 78. 9% higher than that of arc bead welding

layer. Its cross hardness homogeneity was determined by 40% and 250% higher

separately than that of the spurting welding layer and bead welding layer. Its

vertical hardness homogeneity was 3 times as high as that of bead welding layer;

the determined microhardness value is shown in Table. 3. The hardness press-track

width is shown in Fig. 11.

5- 6 Comparison examination of resistance to abrasion and wear

The specimens of laser cladding and plasma spurting welding were respectively

determined on a monodirectional ring-block-type high-speed-sliding wear tester.

The results of the comparison of examination are presented as follows :
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Table 2 Results Determined by EDAX-9100 Spectrometer

Specimen

position

Substrate

Effected

region by

heat

Alloy

melted

region

Technology sort

Cr-Ni austanite

stainless steel

Laser cladding

Plasma spurting welding

Bead welding

Laser cladding layer

Plasma spurt

welding layer

Bead welding layer

% (WT)

% (WT)

% (WT)

% (WT)

Upper

Bottom/

% (WT)

Dilution effected

by substrate/ %

Upper

Bottom/

% (WT)

Dilution effected

by substrate/ %

% (WT)

Bilution effected

by substrate/%

Elemente cotent/%

Ti

2.88

1.27

2.40

3.53

0.09

0.06

0.075

O2.6

0.37

1.28

0.83

O28. 8

2-25

O78. l

Cr

18.00

28.13

24.38

20.62

43.81

34.76

38.30

32.84

39.81

36.33

29.27

Fe

73-40

36.36

51.72

67.07

7.88

9.27

8.58

04 . 9

19.88

12.49

16-19

O-15. 2

51. 66

O63. 6

Co

0.00

30.22

20.28

10.34

35. 92

45.20

40.56

29.67

18.08

23.88

o60. 3

8.79

o 8 2

Ni

7.73

4.02

5.60

7.18

0.94

1.83

1.385

O-15. 4

2.90

1.22

2.06

O-22. 9

6.48

O 7 2

W

0.00

2.54

1.90

1.25

' 11.35

8.87

10.11

14.34

27.13

20. 735

1.55

Note: (1) The laser clad dilution effected by Fe was found to be 3-1 times lower than that of spurting

welding, 13 times lower than that of bead welding.

(2) The laser clad dilution effected by Ti was 11 times lower than that of spurting welding, 30

times lower than that of bead welding.

(3) The laser clad dilution effected by Ni was 2. 5 times lower than that of spurting welding, 4. 7

times lower than that of bead welding.

Table 3 The determined microhardness value

Sort of specimens

Laser cladding layer
Plasma spurt welding

Bead welding

Specimen
No.

02~3
03~3
04—3

Upper microhardness of
cross clad layer

Hm200 g/kg • mm"2

780.4,743.6,794.8, 857.2
584, 593.8, 480.4

440.8, 398, 388, 548.8

Micro-hardness
Hm200 g

kg • mm z

794
551

443.9

Devi-vation
%

14.3%
21%

36.2%
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a) Microhardness press-track of laser cladding

layer eroded by aqua regia (100X )

b) Microhardness press

welding eroded by

-track of plasma spurting

aqua regia (100X )

Fig. 11 Comparison in microhardnes press-track width between laser cladding,

plasma spurting weeding and bead welding layers

After 1000 M wear sequence

the laser claded specimen lost 2. 2 mg

in weight and the wear track width

was fine and homogeneous.

After 1000 M wear sequence

the plasma spurting welding

specimen lost 4. 8 mg in weight and

the wear track width was much

wider and not homogeneous.

The resistance to abrasion and

wear of laser cladding layer was

found to be 2. 18 times higher than

that of plasma spurting welding layer

and its wear track was 2. 2 times

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

J= 0.5

Plasma spurt layer

X""' Laser clad layer

500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Abrasion cycle index

3000

Fig. 12 Diagram of strike abrasion and

abrasion cycle index.

narrower than that of spurting welding lager.

5. 7 Comparison of examination of resistance to high temperature strike wear
Specimens of laser cladding and spurting welding were subjected to the

15



examination on a tester of high-temperature strike under the same conditions.

After 3000 thermal shocks the obtained results were compared with each other.

After shocks the specimen of laser cladding lost 1. 2 mg in weight, but the

specimen of plasma spurting welding lost 2. 53 mg in weight.

The resistance to hight-

temperature strike wear of laser

cladding layer was found to be

2. 1 times higher than that of

plasma spurting welding layer.

The comparison of

examination results of the couple

sorts of technology are shown in _

Fig. 12. I
5- 8 Comparison of examination 2

of resistance to erosion

The specimens of laser

cladding, plasma spurting welding

and bead welding were subjected

to errosion examination in strong

acid and strong alkali medium

under the same conditions. After

240 h treatment their erosion

rates were compared with each

other. The results showed that

0.25

0.20

0.15

•5 0.10

0.05

0.00

corrosion midium—5% HNOj

A laser clading layer
O bead welding layer
X plasma welding layer

48 96 144 192 240

Corrsion time / h

Fig. 13 Comparison of laser cladding, spurt

weeding and bead welding layers in

resistance to corrosion

the erosion rate of laser cladding was the lowest of the three; the erosion rate of

bead welding specimens took the second place and the erosion rate of plasma

spurting welding was the highest. The results of the comparison of examination are

shown in Fig. 13.

5. 9 Laser cladding treatment of nuclear valve parts

Using the optimum technology of laser cladding we had treated sealing cone

surface of 20HJ63Y-20P type stop valves used for nuclear power stations. The

treated surface was smooth, had no crack, pore or inclusion.

These valve parts were subjected to metallographic and eletronmicroscope

analysis in comparison with the same type valve parts treated by bead welding

technology in the Suzhou Valve Manufactory. The comparison results were similar

16



to the analysis results of the specimens. The valve clacks treated by laser cladding

technology were superior to that treated by bead welding technology in structure,

performance and quality.

5.10 The new technology of laser clading nuclear valve parts is reasonable in

economy

Though the elemental investment of equipment needed for the new technology

of laser cladding are higher than that of plasma spurting welding, arc bead welding

and flame welding technology* but the new technology can improve the quality of

nuclear valve parts and their working reliability. Moreover, the new technology

also has the following characteristics in economy.

(1) Tt is possible to greatly increase the productivity.

The production procedures can be reduced from 7 to 2 process, the operation

becomes easier and the production period can be significantly reduced, moreover the

whole process of laser cladding tachnology is convenient to be performed by

computer autocontrol, and thus the productivity of nuclear valve parts can also be

greatly increased. According to the foreign reports, the productivity of turbo-

engine vane covered by laser cladding was increased by 10 times in comparison with

that of plasma spurting welding.

(2) The machining allowance of laser cladding layer is small, only 0. 5 mm.

The machning value is decreased by 3 ~ 5 times as compared with the spurting

welding technology. It is possible to economize a great deal of high-grade expensive

alloy.

(3) The productivity of finished products can reach to 95% or more. It is

increased by 3 0 % ~ 50% in comparison with the spurting welding and bead

welding technology.

(4) The energy consumption is lower. Because in the process of laser cladding

technology only local thin section of parts is heated, the machining value is

insignificant and operation sequence is minimized, so the energy consumption of

laser cladding technology can be deduced 2 ~ 4 times as compared with the other

two welding technology.

As mentioned above, the comprehensive production cost of the laser cladding

technology can be reduced 2 ~ 4 times in comparison with the other two welding

technology, thus the laser cladding technology is reasonable in economy and has

great prospects in industrial application.
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